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From Linda’s desk
Inside this issue:

Skara Gunther who just received her P2 Certification proudly poses with Linda along with Angie
students showing the Czechoslovakian translations
of Linda’s children’s book, Let’s Ride Scara lives
and teaches in the Czech Republic.
The Angie program produces amazing young
practitioners and horsewomen.

Our time in Europe has been once again
inspiring and so energizing that I want to
share some of the highlights with you.
July 21st and 22nd marked a milestone for
TTouch with the launch of a 90 Day
TTouch-for-You online interactive zoom
immersion series with 90+ participants.
The mission statement is “Creating the
World and Humanity You Crave Through
the Gateway of TTouch-For-You with the
intention of connecting with Divine
Spark in every cell in our body.

The final day is October 28th and the
feedback has been so strong we are
planning to continue the series. Some
of our most experienced practitioners
have reported profound and very unexpected changes in awareness and
effectiveness with TTouch work with
ourselves and animals we work with.
Changes have been happening in behavior and performance and relationship that continue to amaze us for
both humans and animals.
In my September weekend TTouchfor-You I Germany we observed an
major effect of a 30 minute TTouch
session for a teen-age girl who had
suffered terribly from menstrual pain.
On the first day of the training she
was having a 7 out of 10 pain and no
medication had been found by her
doctor to give her relief. To offer
help with TTouch I asked three people in the class to TTouch her. She
lay on the massage table while one
student did TTouch on her feet, another on her back and a third doing
hair slides. We focused on the areas
where there was no pain.
In 20 minutes her discomfort reduced
to a 3 level pain. An hour later there
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was no pain at all, nor on the next day. It’s too
seen to follow up to find out if she could help herself with TTouch in November.
Several of our most experienced Tellington Practitioners reported major breakthroughs. Sandy
Rakowitz wrote:

Mission Statement
Animal Ambassadors is an educational organization dedicated to
building a heartfelt relationship with animals, with each other and
with all of Nature by teaching the philosophy and the Techniques
of the Tellington TTouch Method.

My experience with the immersion program is
profound with welcomed deep and lasting change
on all levels occurring inside of me with my world
outside of me reflecting these changes.

Philosophy

I have taken to heart the intention of creating the
humanity and world I crave through the gateway
of Tellington TTouch. The Immersion program
not only walks us through the Gateway of
TTouch, but also lays out and illuminates a pathway of ways to live create the kind of world and
humanity you crave.

To honor the role of animals as our teachers.
To respect the individuality of each animal and person.
To celebrate interspecies connections with Tellington TTouch
To encourage trust between humans and animals and also between
humans
.
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I have been using to TTouch with my own horses,
dogs and cats, family, friends, and clients for
thirty years with excellent results. Many lives
have transformed through these decades in using
TTouch in all stages of life from birth, living life,
through the end of life care, hospice and through
death.
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Collaborating in the development of this program
and participating in the immersion program over
these last months has brought me into new
depths, understanding, experiences and uses with
TTouch that include technique and go way beyond into the heart of TTouch. Through the merging of science and spirituality within TTouch, I
tap into and access my deepest dreams and hopes
of how it’s possible to be in life with forgiveness,
gentleness, kindness, appreciation, compassion,
creativity, fun and joy. I feel more myself, more
attuned, genuine, excited, connected and on purpose then ever before since participating in the
Immersion program.
With these internal shifts my personal life, work
and private practice is blooming and expanding
in new and delightful ways deepening and become even more creative, efficient, pleasurable
and effective. Joyfully, Sandy Rakowitz
January—December 2018

My Search for Cellular Intelligence
I love to mark the milestones of the development of
the TTouch of Trust, the one-and-a-quarter circular
movement of tissue that is the cornerstone of the Tellington TTouch Method. One of the most significant
milestones is my pursuit of the meaning of cellular
intelligence.
My interest in the subject began on a cold, rainy day
in February of 1976 while sitting in Moevenpik Restaurant in Stuttgart, Germany. “How’s that?” you
many ask. The source for my interest came from the
book I was studying entitled, “Man on His Nature”
by Sir Charles Sherrington.
The book was recommended reading by Dr Moshe
Feldenkrais as a part of my four-summer, four-year
training at the Humanistic Psychology Institute in
San Francisco.
The author, Sir Charles Sherrington, was awarded
the 1932 Nobel prize for Physiology or Medicine for
the discoveries regarding the function of neurons. He
was a prestigious researcher and highly regarded professor.
Man On His Nature is a collection of his lectures
written with intense passion and respect for the life
of cells. In the chapter, The Wisdom Of The Body is
an intimate description of the body’s ability to heal a
simple wound, told with child-like wonder, that totally intrigued me. From his passion emerges the
message that every cell in the body knows its function
in the body. This discovery was the ah’ha moment
that awakened my passion for the intelligence of
cells.

My meeting with Dr. Fritz-Albert Popp in 2006
gave me the important piece of the puzzle that the
reduced light I had “seen” in an injured horse in
1976 represented the communication between the
cells. That gave me another clue because of the
astrological prediction I had received in 1967 that
in my life-time I would develop a method of communication that would spread around the world.
Could “cell communication” be a part of my life
puzzle?
In 2008 when I read the fascinating chapter on
cells in the book, Spontaneous Evolution by Bruce
Lipton and Steve Bhaerman, I experienced a new
connection to cellular wisdom that resides in our
bodies. What is it??
And then came another major clue in The Book of
Ho-oponopono by Luc Bodin, Nathalie Bodin
Lamboy and Jean Graciet. The mention of the Divine Spark brought a spiritual connection to the
science I had been discovering.
And most recently, as we were preparing for the 90
Day TTouch-for-You online class, I began reviewing all the books on cells I have on my Ipad and I
found the treasure I had been seeking. It was in the
book, The Code of Authentic Living cellular wisdom by Joan C. King. On page 14 she writes;
When we open ourselves to Source energy we
connect with cellular wisdom. For Source energy
is our link to the creative energies of the universe.
There is more to come regarding TTouch and cellular intelligence that continues to unfold as interest in the merging of quantum science and spirituality grows.

It was the foundation for the message we hold while
delivering a TTouch session, “Remember your perfection (at the cellular level.) Or “Remember your
potential for ideal function.”

When we announced in mid October that I would
do a zoom session on My Search for Cellular Intelligence, 760 people signed up in three days and we
are still getting requests for a replay.

I have been searching, searching for an understanding of how it can be that with the simple one-and-aquarter circles we see pain reduce or disappear and
fear dissipate.

I was curious if my impression was correct. There
seems to be a sudden urgency and intensified interest in the science and spirituality in our TTouch
community. When I queried 21 people in my Oregon class this week, 20 people wrote on a 3 x 5
inch card that they would like more information
about the science and spirituality at the heart of
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TTouch.
I am excited. From my search for cellular intelligence I am discovering a new understanding of the
significance of our motto,” Changing the world, one
TTouch at a time. Stay tuned!

Photo: Linda riding Big Surprise with the TTeam Training bit
and a balance rein.

Big Surprise Surprised His Owner
We had similar dramatic changes in horses in Italy
where we had a different format for the training.
Here. Silvia Torresani and Beate Meyer both Practitioner 3’s, taught the training for part of the day
while I gave individual riding lessons to four horses.
Big Surprise was brought to the clinic by the riding
instructor Salvador, to help a student who was unable
to ride the horse in competition. Big Surprise was
dangerously spooky in jumping competitions and
was one of the most high-headed horses I have
worked with. We were told he could not be ridden in
a ring with other horses or dogs around. However,
after three days the Playground for Higher Learning
(our ground exercises) and thee riding lessons with
the Tellington Training bit the horse was calm, balanced, engaged and not spooking, and not the least
bit bothered by three other horses in the arena and a
dog running around.

vadore. He was in a jumping competition with Big
Surprise last weekend and he said he has never seen
a horse change like this. Big was totally confident in
the warm-up arena and focused on the jumps, listening to the rider and no rushing the jumps! He was
amazed about the work and wants to learn more.
Monica Tiziano was another delighted and surprised
riding instructor who brought her 19 year old gelding, Devotu. The horse had been a super international three-day eventer, but had lost his lust for life
to such a degree that Monica had the feeling she
should quit riding him. After three days of TTouch,
ground driving, and three riding lessons under saddle
with the Liberty Ring, the horse was dramatically
changed and Monica said he felt better than any time
in his life! She had told me he could not be easily
ridden in the arena with another horse. I believe riders and horses have much more fun in a lesson when
they ride in pairs so I had her ride bridleless paired
up with a rider with a young horse I was also teaching. At first Devotu put his ears back and had to be
ridden on the inside so he did not feel so crowded,
but with gentle stroking with the wand on his cheek
and neck to reassure him, by the second lesson he
was totally comfortable in pairs and did some lovely
flying changes and thoroughly loved the freedom.
Last week Monica texted me: I have ridden also at
home with a Liberty Ring and Devotu was fantastic!!
Thank you a lot!! Sometimes I use my intuition to
train horses and now I have the confirmation that it
was the right way because many things are the same
that you teach. Not Magic. But energy.

Yesterday I received the following text from Dare
Vet Massimo Da Re: Hi Linda, I just spoke with SalPhoto: Monica & Devotu on the left in liberty neck ring.
Staying in TTouch
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Today came another text: Saturday I rode in a dressage competition and he was better than ever. I
warmed up with the Liberty Ring and many people
were impressed. Thank you again!

Six new Tellington Practitioners in Europe 2018
We graduated and upgraded four new Tellington
Practitioners for Horses in Germany and Italy and
two new Companion Animal Practitioners. Congratulations Daniel Schnell, certified for Practitioner
3!! And Skara Guenther to Practitioner 2. In Italy
two new horse practitioners were certified Dr Ellen
and Piera da Rold. And in Switzerland Joel Mueller
was graduated to a Practitioner 2 and Dominique
Study earned her Practitioner 1 status. Both Dominique and Joel have successful dog training practices.
If you are interested in the Science and Spirituality of
Tellington Ttouch, drop a note to
Kirsten@TellingtonTTouchTraining
Join us in Santa Fe in February. For an inspiring, informative and fun CeLLebration. The hotel is fantastic and we have people signing up in droves. Be sure
to sign up before the early bird deadline is gone.
See page 8-9 for info on CeLLebration)

Photo by Annalena Kuhn

Photo: Linda and Ingrid Wilde using the Rollerbit at the Advanced Training in Germany.

Aloha and Heart Hugs Linda from Portland Oregon
(teaching)

Tellington TTouch Community page
If you are on FaceBook you might want to check out this is a subscription based page. We are constantly adding new content with interviews, question / answer and videos. The subscription allows
you free access to the library of videos that have been produced over the years and we will continue
to add new video. If you are interested please check it out, the first month is free and you can cancel
at any time.

Staying in TTouch
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TTouch & Wraps - Self-Help with MS
Editor’s Note: Donna Shrugue graduated as a Tellington
Ttouch Companion Animal Practitioner years ago. Her
functionality has been limited by MS and then she start
the ONLINE Self-help Course with Linda. So wonderful to
hear how she has been able to help herself.
This is what she shared with the online group.

I actually started looking for work and was able to
go to an interview that lasted 2 hours this week with
no trouble after using the wraps!

From Donna Shrugue
Hi everyone,
I would like to report the success I am having with
TTouch. I have had severe nerve pain from MS
since March where I can only sleep for 1 - 2 hours at
a time at night until the pain makes it necessary for
me to get up for at least an hour. It sometimes is so
severe that I cry, yell out loud, and can't walk at all.
I started using a TTouch on my head. I instantly can
see clearly, without the usual blurriness, and my
thought process and memory also clear up for several
hours.
I am also using wraps around my hips and lower
back where the severe pain is located. Pain medication does not help even at the highest dosage.
For the past 2 weeks, I have been able to sleep 5 - 6
hours at a time, and when I wake, the discomfort is
not enough to require me to stand up for endless
amounts of time.
I also walk much better after the wrap is taken off.
I hadn't bent my knees properly in several years - the
cracking was incredible after taking the wraps off the
first time - but I was able to walk almost normally
for a couple of hours.
I went to my first MS Support Group Meeting last
month after our weekend class. I hadn’t been able to
go before because I was mostly non-functional. I
mentioned the success I was having with the wraps I
have been asked to demonstrate them at this month's
meeting!

Staying in TTouch
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I cannot express how thankful I am for finding you,
Linda, and the help and hope that the TTouches and
wraps have given me. I now have a life!
More - update - I have walked the past 3 days without my cane. And that was after driving for 4
hours! I should have been crippled! The only difference this year that has made this possible is the
introduction of the wraps. Yesterday I saw my sister and she said she noticed last week when I went
to see her and my mother that I was walking much
better than I have in 6 years. This is a permanent
improvement from the wraps. There are other MS
symptoms that are being helped by the wraps, but
they last several hours. This walking problem is
really improving and lasting! I think it is
great! The prescription drugs and physical therapy
don’t produce anything near these results.
Everyone who sees me now notices my walking
improvement right away without me saying a
thing! Even some of the patients in the nursing
home where my mother is said yesterday that I
looked and was doing the best they had seen. My
friends, family and I don’t think I should take the
new drugs they want to prescribe - too dangerous
and the wraps are much more effective! I am still
experimenting and have introduced the wraps to the
people in my MS Support Group. All but one is
trying them this month and several want their family members to try them for other problems they
have.
Donna

January—December 2018

TTouch‐for‐You® IMMERSION Program ONLINE
SPECIAL OFFER From Linda Tellington‐Jones
We are at an exciting time with Tellington TTouch because of the
bridging of science, spirituality and the recognition of cellular in‐
telligence. Recently, we have been having ongoing and profound
breakthroughs inspired through this focus.

Join us in an Online IMMERSION into TTouch-For-You
Learn ways to move beyond the restrictions of physical limitations.
Practice focusing your ability to shift the energy of your
thoughts about yourselves and your cells.
Learn specific Tellington TTouch TECHNIQUES and
HANDS-ON-METHODS.
Practice using Tellington TTouch as a GATEWAY for focusing your INTENTION and DIRECTING YOUR
THOUGHTS for supporting enhanced well-being.
A few frequently asked questions:
Who is this program for?
* This program is for newcomers as well as the experienced
TTouch Practitioner.
Do you cover only the material in the TTouch for Healthcare book?
* We cover the material in the Healthcare book, plus we go in
depth with elements at the heart of TTouch, the merging of science and spirituality in very practical ways. You are lead
through a tremendous amount of specific content in ways often
not taught or covered in most TTouch trainings in person, and
so much more!
Does this program count towards being updated as a
TTouch Companion Animal, Horse, or Human Practitioner?
* Yes! Receive 18 hours of credit for completed course work!
Can I use Tellington TTouch-for-You in my current profession?
 Yes! We encourage sharing TTouch.
For TTouch practiioners with horses and companion animals,
and for those who have training in working with people professionally in medicine, education, healing arts, etc. you can work
towards being listed on our TTouch site as integrating TTouch
with some additional requirements.
For you in the TTouch community,
here is an exciting UNADVERTISED SPECIAL:

Registration Link: http://www.ttouchforyouonline.com/
immersion-series/
BE SURE TO USE coupon Code Gift500 at registration checkout to receive your $500 off regular listed pricing!!
Registration includes:
Full access to ‘self paced study’ of all 18 hours
* All bonuses - these are special experiential based teaching
videos, audios and more with over 15 hours of additional inspiring and invaluable content not normally included in most
TTouch Trainings!
* Get Step-by-Step how to learn TTouch Techniques for newcomers and as an indepth refresher for those with more TTouch
experience.
(Value of Bonuses alone are well over $500!)
* Plus full and ongoing participation with a richly diverse,
engaging group of supportive and compassionate people who
are embracing the merging of science and spirituality at the
heart of TTouch, and who are making a positive difference in
the world one TTouch at a time.
Will YOU Join Us Also?
Get the FULL Program Details and Register for the Unadvertised Special of $697 HERE:
http://www.ttouchforyouonline.com/immersion-series/
Remember to use Coupon CODE: Gift500 at registration
checkout to receive your $500 off regular listed pricing!!
Payment option: You can still use the coupon code Gift500 for
a payment option with two automatic payments. Your first
payment will be $98.50 with the discount. You will then have
one additional payments of $$598.50 USD automatically
charged either to your credit card used or to your PayPal account used 30 days after your first payment.
My hope is that you will participate online in TTouch-for-You®
For Self-Help

Join the TTouch-for-You Immersion Program for only $697
USD
Staying in TTouch

Use coupon code Gift500 at registration online to receive $500
USD off the regular price of $1197!!!!!
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where we focus on the profound gifts of TTouch that goes beyond the invaluable techniques we use with our animals.

January—December 2018

Featuring:

Feb 20: Sure Foot® Certification Workshop
Feb21-22: TTouch Advanced Training
Feb 23-24: Conference & Banquet
Feb 25: TTouch for You
Coordinator:

Kirsten Henry
Phone: 800-854-8326
Fax: 505-455-7233
Email: Kirsten@ttouch.com
www.TTouch.com

Location:

Drury Plaza Hotel
828 Paseo de Peralta
Santa Fe, NM 87501
505-424-2175

There is special pricing at the Drury, including hot breakfast & evening snacks - contact Kirsten for
the details about how to reserve, room sharing etc.
Staying in TTouch
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February 20 - SURE FOOT® Equine Stability Program Workshop

Feb 23 & 24: Cellebration Conference

Wendy Murdoch will offer a one-day Sure Foot workshop
towards Certification and cover the following:

Linda - the Science and Spirituality of TTouch

Lecture: This will be done by Zoom beforehand

Here are the postential presenters for the Conference:

Robyn - Tools for helping dogs and people enjoy walking
together– effects of the rope work
Deb Bauer - TTouch and her work in Shelters

Describe the hoof as a sensory organ
Presentation on the theory behind SURE FOOT - current
research; how to integrate into your practice
Practical session:
Demonstrate SURE FOOT with horses both mounted and
unmounted
Show participants how to safely use SURE FOOT pads
with a variety of horses
Take participants through the SURE FOOT Balance Trail
for humans
Demonstrate SURE FOOT pad variations depending on
the available horses
Detail how SURE FOOT can be used in combination with
TTEAM and TTouch
This workshop will count towards achieving 1 Hoof
SURE FOOT Practitioner Status.
Wendy Murdoch
www.murdochmethod.com
wendy@wendymurdoch.com

Kathy Cascade - The Sensory side of TTouch, Groundwork and Bodywraps
Edie Jane Eaton - "Acknowledging the Mystery beyond
the Magic - The process of change, and techniques to
facilitate it’.
Shannon Finch – TTouch for the Puppy Class
TTouch is a great skill to teach the new puppy parent.
People are often overwhelmed with their puppies, and
when they don't know what else to do, they can resort to
punishment. This isn't good for the puppy OR the person.
Learn how to integrate TTouch into the puppy class or
private sessions. Help puppy parents work through hyperactivity, nipping and biting, preparing for vet visits, fear
and more.
Sarah Fisher - Freework - how to integrate into observations; give dogs a new experience and its use in shelter
work - this will be done through a Zoom presentation
Karin Freihling - TTouch for recovery

February 21 & 22 - Advanced Training -

Sara Hauser - TTouch with cats

one day with horses and one day with the focus on dogs.

Lisa Leicht - Sound & tone

At this point, besides Linda, the following instructors
will be at the Advanced Training - Kathy Cascade; Edie
Jane Eaton; Karin Freiling; Robyn Hood; Lisa Leicht;
Lauren McCall, Debby Potts, Mandy Pretty, Andy
Robertson and Daniela Zurr which will add a lot of depth
and knowledge to the training.

Lauren McCall
Sally Morgan—Ttouch & Stillpoint
Wendy Murdoch – Sure foot pads for horses and dogs
Debby Potts – Ttouch in Asia
Sandy Rakowitz - Journaling

We will focus on updating practitioners and honing their
skills to give them more tools to work with clients.

Elinor Silverstein - the importance of the Vagas nerve

This is open to all Practitioners; Apprentices including
those who have attended a minimum of two weeks of the
practitioner training program.

Violet van Hees - the biology of too much freeze

Anne Snowball - working with Elephants in Thailand-

Daniela Zurr – Cellular function

Feb 24: One day TTouch for You a hands-on workshop
Staying in TTouch
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We Compromise Together:
Healing a Horse and a Girl with TTouch
This isn't a how-to story about how to
rehab a horse, though in the end the
horse improves immensely. Instead
what drew me to share Katie and
Merry's story was Katie's dogged determination to do the absolute best for
her horse, bucking trends and fads,
and despite what many experts told
her. It's unusual, and inspiring, to see
one so young put aside her own ambitions to work with the horse she had.
It's something that goes beyond the
mechanics of training. I think it's because Katie sees Merry as an equal.
As Katie says, "We compromise together. I sit on her
with the neck ring, and Merry gets to do what she
wants, which is eat grass!"
Merry has had a rough life. She pulled carts for the
Amish in Pennsylvania until she broke down. Her
life after she left the Amish is unclear, though a veterinarian found bone splinters and bullet fragments
in her forehead. Merry eventually ended up in Washington State. One of her rescuers felt that a young,
horse-crazy girl could help Merry thrive. Katie's riding instructor recommended her, and so Katie and
Merry became a team.
Katie had high hopes that Merry would be a great
riding horse. Her instructor started doing ground
work with her, which Merry resisted by rearing and
bucking. The trainer's response was to work her
harder. When the trainer couldn't catch Merry, she
chased her around for 45 minutes until Merry fell
and hurt herself. The trainer's response was, "Well,
she should have let me catch her." Though she was
bothered by the training, Katie thought it was the
way to train a horse.
Katie's trainer moved, and she was on her own with
Merry. Katie says, "I was with trainer after trainer. I
explored so many methods that it's hard to count."
None of the methods felt right. She began to develop
her own style, which involved a lot of patience, just
hanging out with Merry, or sitting on her back while
Staying in TTouch
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Shannon Finch EQ & CA P2

having a snack. She got discouraged a
number of times, especially when Merry
was aloof with her. But she kept working
on being patient.
The last trainer they hired seemed like a
match. She taught liberty training, and
Katie thought that would be good for
Merry. But in their first session together,
Merry was resistant and uninterested.
The trainer said that Merry acted this
way because she didn't care about being
with Katie. This comment devastated
Katie. Ironically, after the trainer left,
Merry buried her head in Katie's chest.
Soon after, for her twelfth birthday, Katie's mom
Kim gave her Linda's Ultimate Horse Book. Flipping
through the pages, Katie was interested, so Kim
called me. Katie says, "I didn't understand it, but I
liked it. After you did touches on Merry and I saw
she was happier than she'd ever been, I wanted to
learn how to do it too."
When I first met Merry she was nervous about me,
but sweet. I showed Katie some touches, and from
then on, she just ran with it. I've never had anyone
pick up on the work so quickly. Katie wasn't afraid
to try things, and absorbed everything I taught her

Photo: Katie doing Tarantula’s Pulling the Plough on Merry.
January—December 2018

Enjoying time
together, in
the pasture
and on her
back.

This is such a
wonderful
journey , trust
and transformation.

like a sponge. She got the Octopus touch down in just
a few tries!
We also worked with my horse Phoebe, and Katie
took what she learned and did it with Merry. I was
astonished when Kim sent me photos and videos of
Katie ground driving with Merry, even though we'd
only done it once together. And I admit that when I
got the videos of Katie riding Merry in only the neck
ring, I was a little worried. Katie seemed to know
what they were capable of together, and I started
trusting her judgment.
Katie has become a TTouch ambassador, TTouching
every horse she meets. She introduced it to her vaulting team, her friends, and people at her barn. She has
started working with another horse, Krissy, who as a
former Western Pleasure horse has quite a few body
issues. With TTouch, Krissy has gone from tight and
reactive to relaxed and trusting. Katie is now riding
her in the neck ring, much to her owner's surprise and
delight.
For now, Katie wants to keep training horses. In the
future, she wants to be a veterinarian. She says, "I enjoy watching animals heal from what I've done.
Maybe that's why I like TTouch so much, because it's
healing."
Staying in TTouch
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TTouch confirmed for Katie that there is a more humane and respectful way to train our companions.
She says, "Merry chose TTouch. She didn't like the
other stuff. With TTouch she wasn't forced into doing something." Because Katie listened to Merry,
their bond is incredibly strong, it's what many of us
who love horses would like to have. Despite the obstacles, I believe that Katie got the horse she needed,
one who taught her about true horsemanship. And
Merry got the person she needed, one who showed
her deep friendship and unconditional love.
Postscript: I want to give much credit to Katie's mom
Kim. She has been on this journey with Katie and
Merry too, and has lent so much support and encouragement. Merry's recovery would not have been possible without her.

Photo: The Octopus
is a wonderful way to
connect and ground
a horse. Even
though this Ttouch
has many steps, Katie
learned it very
quickly.

Photos by Kim Castelo
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The Art of Allowance

By Deirdre Chitwood CAP1—Florida

Once or twice a week I volunteer at my local nokill cat shelter in Palm City, Florida. I am fortunate
that the people who run it have come to recognize
the value of the TTouch and so I am free of the
everyday practicalities - such as feeding and cleaning – to work with all the cats in my own time.
A few weeks ago two adult cats were brought to the
shelter by a man who had to move out of his home
quickly. He said that one of the cats had lived its
entire life crouched behind the sofa, too afraid to
come out. Both cats had been put in the Guest
House bathroom to give them a quiet space to acclimatize to their new surroundings.
When I walked in, one of the cats, a short-haired
brown tiger named Princess was hiding in a plush
cat cube in the shower area and the other cat a short
-haired white and black male called Hercules was
hiding behind it and the shower wall. I sat on the
toilet seat and began toning to them that, “It was
alright” and blinking softly at them. After a while
Hercules returned my blinks and so I sat down on
the floor next to the shower and continued to blink
and tone at him. Hercules was agitated and restless,
and kept coming out to look at me and then going
back quickly to hide in his safe place. Princess remained hiding at the very back corner of her cat
cube.
I sat there for quite a while allowing them to get
used to my presence and really not expecting to
take things much further on this first session. As
Hercules was moving around I could sense that he
was desperate to make physical contact with me. I
had a feather on a stick, so I put it down in front of
him so he could smell it and then gently stroked his
shoulder with it a few times. He froze the first time
but then began to enjoy the feeling. I was also able
to do the same with Princess. I then stopped and
just sat there, completely relaxed with my back
against the wall. I patted the area in front of me and
said, “It’s alright Hercules, you can do it”. I kept
Staying in TTouch
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Photo: Hercules out on the patio.

repeating this and patting the area, and then mentally signaled to him to come out. After a few minutes and then as if my magic, he came out and
walked on to the area I had been patting. I was
completely amazed. I stroked his shoulder with the
back of my hand, a touch we call the Llama Touch,
and then he went back to his safe place. We continued this way and each time Hercules - truly living
up to his name - came out for longer and longer
periods of time. I was then able to begin working
with him with a few simple circular TTouches and
strokes.
After about three session, Hercules came out of the
bathroom on his own one night and was found the

Photo: Princess ventured into the bedroom.
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Photo: Savannah is concerned about other cats and people.

next day miraculously with the other cats on the
patio. Princess, who must have been the one who had
spent her life behind the sofa, is not surprisingly taking a little longer to socialize. After Hercules moved
out another male cat moved in who took a liking to
Princess and began cleaning her head and generally
‘looking out for her’.
On a following session, sitting on the floor again
next to the shower, I was able to work with her by
reaching inside the circular opening of the cat cube
but I could not encourage her out, so I picked up the
cube with her inside it and put it on my lap. She was
now closer to me and by taking the top off I was able
to reach inside more easily whilst she continued to
feel protected. Over the weeks Princess has progressed and is now in the bedroom where she hides a
lot behind the cushions on the bed. I have been working with Princess in the same was as Hercules, leaving space for her to come out and encouraging her
with my voice, mentally signaling to her and patting
the bed, and I always allow her to run back to her
safe place when she wants to. Now she comes out
immediately that she sees me and spends longer and
longer with me so that I can work with her with the
TTouches. When no-one is in the bedroom, she
comes out and wanders around the room.
One other cat I am working with is called Savannah
who lives in a different part of the shelter. Savannah
is not a happy and cat and has lost a lot of weight
since she arrived. She does not like other cats or people and will meow and lash out if you try to touch
her. For my first two sessions with Savannah, I just
Staying in TTouch
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used blinking and worked at getting closer to her.
She didn’t like the feather on the stick and if I tried
to touch her she would lash out. One day, I was able
to do some strokes and circular movements above
her body. She looked at me a bit strangely but tolerated it. Another day, I was wondering how I could
move this on, sensing that actually, she really didn’t
want to be friendly. I very slowly began to move the
back of my index finger towards her to touch her and
then I stopped and just left it there in space to see
what would happen. I was totally amazed when she
pushed her head up against my finger, initiating the
contact, and continued to do this three or four times.
I had given her the space and the choice to touch me,
rather than pushing it on her and she had accepted
the invitation. This was definitely for me a profoundly moving moment.
I am realizing more and more with my work with
animals the importance of not having an agenda and
then providing a safe ecology, giving the animal time
to sense and get to know you and very importantly,
giving them space and allowance – physically, mentally and emotionally to choose to make the connection with us which not only works but is the ethical
way to proceed.

From Robyn: I had a lot of kids play mats and so I used Zip
ties (Cable ties) to attach a variety of surfaces to them.
They can be connected to make a long line; they stay in
place and are easier to store than when the bits are loose.
January—December 2018

Freework with Cats
For the past several years Sarah Fisher has been
using the elements of the TTouch Playground of
Higher Learning as part of “freework’. This has
been very successful with dogs and it has been
added to cats; for shelter, rescue and foster animals
or to simply give your cat more enrichment.
I asked those using the ‘freework’ with cats what
they used for treats and what benefits they are seeing.

From: Ingrid Mus-Huijsman
I use kibble and little pieces of dried meat. Surfaces, cavaletti, heights (approximately 10 cm some sort of standard for underneath a computer
screen), low box filled with balls of different material (hard, soft, smaller, larger), 2 parallel poles,
slow feeders, pick up sticks, etc.
Really helps our fearful cat Willem to gain more
confidence and get softer through his body.

From Ellen Angelino
It depends on the cats what I do use. Sometimes it’s
kibble. But also I do use their curiosity... different
surfaces, baskets, snuffle- and puzzle mats
It also worked out beautiful for some feral kittens to
gain confidence and trusting people.

Staying in TTouch
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Saskia Blok with her cat Tobias:
I use kibble and treats for him. No special food, because I don’t want to lure him into anything. Elements you see in the video. Some elements are very
familiar to him because I also use them with nosework with him, like the snuffle mat and cup with little balls etc in it. He is used to find his food in a different way than just from a food bowl. But I think he
really likes it when I just try something new with
him. Afterwards he usually goes happily to sleep.

Staying in TTouch
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BEN THE COLLIE: WORKING ON HIS FEAR OF THE FERRY
Background
The Isle of Mull is a remote
area with very little of the day
to day background noise experienced even in rural areas on
the UK mainland. Ben is reactive to certain noises such as
loud bangs, fireworks, thunder
and motorbikes and his fear
response is to run away if possible. If he is on the lead and
then he panics and will plunge
about pulling the lead, as well as panting, trembling
and drooling. Most of the time he is a gentle, easy
and affectionate dog, but is very sensitive to noises
and even when they are at low volume, known
“scary” noises will trigger a fear response.
Living on the island means that whenever we travel
anywhere, we have to go by ferry. The ferry is noisy
with loud announcements, lots of vibration through
the vessel and car alarms going off on the car deck
while the vessel is at sea. Ben has always been anxious on the ferry, but this escalated after he broke his
leg and had to be transported to a vet on the
mainland whilst in shock and significant pain. On
most occasions we leave him in the car as this is his
“safe place” but we are unable to go down onto the
car deck to check on him during the passage which is
up to 1 hour duration.

Case Study
After attending our first TTouch clinic, I was travelling back from Bath with Ben, my friend Janet and
her dog Breagh. We were travelling in a campervan
which is noisier than a traditional car and had circa
450 miles to travel before arriving at the ferry terminal, so Ben had already had quite a tiring day. We
left at 4am to avoid the traffic and with a couple of
stops we arrived at the ferry terminal at 3.30pm,
nearly 12 hours later!
Staying in TTouch
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Ben started to become
slightly anxious on arrival at
the ferry terminal. He knew
where he was and was anticipating an unpleasant experience. We decided to try
bringing him up from the car
deck into the passenger area
as both of us had completed
the TTouch clinic and he
had his friend Breagh who is
calm, as this seemed an excellent opportunity to try and give him a different
experience on the ferry. We took a piece of vet mat
up for the dogs to lie on and also a stuffed kong and
an ace bandage. Ben was wearing his harness with a
double ended lead to keep him as secure and comfortable as possible.
The ferry company restricts where you can take dogs
on the vessel, so we tried to find an area which was
reasonably self-contained to sit down. Ben was immediately anxious but intermittently licked at the
kong, but it didn’t hold his attention. Some people
with a very anxious barky dog came and sat just in
front of us and this just wound up both dogs, so we
decided to move. We went up to the observation
deck and set up the vet mat next to the door which
gave access to the open deck. Ben couldn’t settle, so
I took him outside onto the open deck which was
quieter and less crowded. He was wearing a harness
and two point lead, and we walked slowly up and
down the deck. Initially he pulled hard on the lead
and tried to post himself through the bars or the railings along the side of the boat, but slowly he calmed
down and was able to walk on a loose lead after
about 5 minutes. Eventually we came to a point
where we could stop, and he could stand still and
look out through the railings. I decided to see if he
might settle inside so then took him inside again, but
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his agitation rose, so I took him back out and we
continued walking. We did this several times so that
he could see that he wasn’t trapped inside and that if
he showed us he needed to go outside, he would be
able to do so. On the fourth attempt, Ben settled
slightly better inside, taking high value treats and
sitting down for short periods on the vet mat.
At this point Janet took over doing some touches
(mainly ear work and some abalone and troika
touches). During this time, he stood up and sat down
several times, moving about on the mat, eventually
settling between Janet’s knees with his back to her.
She then started doing turtle touches with a flat hand
on his shoulders which calmed him further. Janet is
a healer and also managed to put some gentle healing
energy into him which he seemed to appreciate the
contact. After a few minutes of this he stood up and
walked 2-3 paces over to the door. This time he
wasn’t fighting to get out but was asking calmly if
we might open the door. We decided not to at this
stage, so he sniffed round the door and when encouraged to come back to us he lay down slightly away
from us in a way that said “I don’t want any more
touches”. He wasn’t totally relaxed but it was if he
decided he could now cope on his own so we left
him there to process for a few minutes.
Before the arrival alarm and announcements started,
I took him back out on the deck and we continued to
calmly walk up and down, stopping to look through
the railings from time to time. There was a puddle of
water on the deck and he lapped at this intermittently
too.
When the ferry docked we walked back down the
two flights of stairs to the car. He pulled on the lead
on the way down as he knew where he was going,
and he just wanted to get back to the car.
We were so pleased to see him calm down from the
state he was in when we got on the ferry and get to a
stage where he could cope by the end of the crossing.

Editor’s Note: Fiona and Ben attended a
course I taught at Tilley Farm in September.
They had driven a long way to attend and it
was a much different situation than Ben was
used to. The photos show the usual freedom
he enjoys - rarely on a leash except when doing a sporting activity with Fiona.
The environment at the course was very ‘novel’
for him but he responded well during the
week.
It is so nice to read how Fiona was able to apply the tools she learned to other situations and
have such success.

By Fiona Brunton Isle of Mull, UK

Staying in TTouch
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Tellington Ttouch® Application for the Guide Dog Program
Huikuang Guide Dog School Taiwan
Team Leader of Training - Susan Liu

“With a harness, I feel that I can sense what my
dog does more easily and clearly. Moments ago he
seemed to have seen something and was moving
around. I simply made connections with the leash
gently a few times. He knew to stay by my side right
away. It is wonderful that I do not need to pull him
around and there is no need to worry about choking
his neck, the collar coming off or people giving me
the look. It is truly wonderful. Thank you so much
for introducing me to harnesses. I think it is great
that the Guide Dog School continues to try out new
things.” Quote from a guide dog user in a recent conversation with one of our trainers.
Huikuang Guide Dog School Taiwan started to apply Tellington TTouch in the Guide Dog Program
in 2015, incorporating TTouch into the daily lives
of guide dogs, from birth through retirement. We
use TTouches and Body Wraps to help with socialization of the nursery puppies. Freedom and
TTouch harnesses have become the equipment that
puppy raisers use most for leading. Not too long
ago, a few guide dog users started to experience
leading their guide dogs with harnesses in place of
collars. The TTouch approach works well, especially when we teach the dogs guiding skills. The
Body Wrap offers a wonderful intermediate step for
dogs accepting guide dog harnesses.
Groundwork helps the guide dogs, who need to
guide the users by moving ahead of them and communicate through their body movements, to better
use their bodies with more flexibility and better control. As a result, guiding flows more smoothly. The
application of “Change the Body, Change the Mind.”
helps us learn what to do when dogs are emotional.

After I used TTouch, it changed! The hair in this
area used to be rough. It became smoother. I feel
that it is really nice that the Guide Dog School
teaches us how to do TTouch! ” Said a guide dog
user with amazement. We could feel his happiness,
the kind of happiness knowing that he could do
something wonderful for his dog.
A volunteer who boarded one of our dogs at home
on weekends for the 2nd time told us: “I feel that it
is different this time.” When we asked what was
the difference, she said, “He sometimes got quite
excited. I wanted to calm him down, but it was not
easy with a collar and a leash and I was pulling
him around as well as he pulling me on the leash.
But when I boarded him the 2nd time, it was easier

In the process of exploring TTouch application in the
program, the feedback from our volunteers and guide
dog users offer great support for us and has encouraged us to continue our efforts every step of the way.
“TTouch does work! There was tightness in the area
where my dog's tail attached to the hindquarters.
Staying in TTouch
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Photo: Bodywraps on puppies can be settling and help prepare
them for wearing a harness.
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would still find time for us on her rest day if at all
possible. Vicki has been the main contact and organizer for Debby's cooperation with us. She has also
paid us numerous visits to help us improve the
TTouch skills. They never asked for returns for their
time and devotion in the past years. We at the Huikuang Guide Dog School Taiwan appreciate them
very much.

Photo: A puppy relaxing with the Ttouch ear slides.

with a harness!” Her feedback got us thinking a lot.
Simply by choosing proper equipment, it already
provides the volunteers a great deal of help!
We are thankful to the Huikuang Guide Dog School
Taiwan for allowing the staff to explore ways with
new information in the breeding and training of our
guide dogs, which turned into a TTouch success in
the program. We especially want to thank the support and assistance from Debby Potts and Vicki
Huang.
When Debby knew we were planning to introduce
TTouch into our program, she told us right away that
she'd be very happy to help in any way she could.
Her response encouraged us greatly and started her
many visits to our school to give TTouch instruction
to the staff, users and volunteers. Even when she
had just arrived in Taiwan the night before, she

The use of TTouch approach in the Guide Dog Program is not to replace or deny the training that has
been in place, but to incorporate TTouch with training. It is like having a different new way to be closer
to our dogs, to be with them and to help them to be
even more physically, mentally and emotionally
ready for and capable of the job of a guide dog.
Have we ever hesitated or worried about going the
TTouch way? Yes. However, as we know more
about TTouch in depth and actually use the TTouch
work in practice, we are now filled with curiosity
and are truly looking forward to what more surprises
TTouch may bring.
From Debby: I am so grateful to Susan Liu for all of
her enthusiasm and support for TTouch. Susan attended one of my workshops and we started talking
about how TTouch could support Guide Dogs. She
soon organized an introduction of the TTouch techniques for the staff at Huikuang Guide Dog School
and Vicki Huang and I were able to demonstrate the
practical applications with a few of the dogs they had
in training. One dog had difficulty with focus, another was afraid to go up and down stairs. They
were able to see how effective these techniques were
in accomplishing their training goals. The testimonials from those using guide dogs are proof that
TTouch is not only helping with the work the dogs
do, but enhancing their relationships as well. Thank
you, Susan!
Many thanks also to Vicki Huang for translating this
article in the middle of organizing and assisting with
our Taiwan TTouch Practitioner Course.

Photo: Using Ttouch harness under the Guide Dog harness to
help make the transition.
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From Robyn’s Desk
Here we are at the end of October and this is the first
newsletter I have published for year. To be honest,
after doing the newsletter for over 30 years, it has
been a big relief not having the quarterly deadline.
It is my intention that next year I will get back on
track and even do some shorter issues since they are
all online so I don’t have the cost of postage.
I have been travelling quite a bit this year including
my first trip to Russia. I have to say my experience
was totally unexpected as the training was held in a
beautiful country setting. Since her graduation from
the Practitioner program two years ago, Veronika
Kulikova has been doing a remarkable job of spreading TTouch in Russia.
The venue is about 120 km from Moscow in the
countryside where they grow food, make cheese,
host different event. It will be held there once again
next year.

Photo: Veronika had backpacks and notebooks made
for each participant to celebrate the Moscow Summer
School event.
Photo below: We started day
1 in this spacious Yurt but as
the weather was quite warm
moved to an indoor space
that was cooler.

Photo: This is the ‘Ark’ - the animals are housed in the lower
level and upstairs are two large meeting rooms and hostel
style housing where participants stayed with their dogs.
Photo: One of the
indoor teaching
spaces. Dik is a
GSD that started
the week unaccustomed to be with
other dogs & pulled
hard on the leash.
The half-butterfly
(shown here) really
helped & then he
walked in balance
on the leash/ handle even with Asya
young son.
Photo: Another
large airy room
provided a comfortable space for
people and dogs.
The floor was a bit
slippery but the
dogs didn’t seem
to have a problem
with it.

Photo: this is the
Cheese House
where they
make cheese
from their goats
& cows & from
neighbours.
Such amazing
architecture..

We had a wonderful group of people and dogs. The
group is very enthusiastic and many were very experienced dog people. I look forward to returning
next year.
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Photo: Moscow Summer TTouch School participants
Photo: In September I was in Iceland and then England. I hadn’t been to Tilley Farm in some time. Here is our group of fabulous and participants with their dogs. We were lucky and the
weather was amazing.

Photo: They have many rescue horses on the farm and one
afternoon I did a demo with one of them. The students were
very moved with the quiet connection I made with this horse.
We will do a horse workshop there next year.
Photo: This is Nelly an 8 1/2 year old Lurcher/ Bearded collie X
who came with Carol Washer. Nelly seems to have soft tissue
and disk problems and so Carol was reluctant to use a harness
and since she never pulled on the leash it was not a problem..
On the other hand, she thought it could be helpful to have
Nelly experience the Beeline.
So I made a harness from a bodywrap and attached a little
ring at the top so we could use a light rope as we would with a
harness. It worked a treat and gave her a very novel experience.
Necessity is definitely the mother of invention—I love experimenting to see what might or might not work. This wouldn’t be
useful on a strong, pulley dog.

I am looking forward to the CeLLebration and hope
to see some of you there.

Photo: I celebrated my birthday during the training and received a lovely cake and mementos from my trip.
Staying in TTouch
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TTouch For Companion Animals - Workshops 2018-19
Location

Dates

Teacher

Type of workshop

Dallas, TX

Nov 3-8

Linda Tellington-Jones

6 Day Companion Animal training Training@tellingtontraining.com
1 800 854-8326

Portland, OR

Nov 10 & 11

Dawn Jansen
503 705-5062 & Clare
Swanger
c.swanger@me.com

2 Day - Difficult dog to Comfortable Companion

Dawn Jansen 503 705-5062 or Clare
Swanger c.swanger@me.com

Adelaide, South
Australia

Nov 10 & 11

Robyn Hood

2 Day dog workshop

Millie Miller
millie@connectingthedog.com.au

Melbourne, Vic

Nov 17-21

Robyn Hood

5 Day Companion Animal training

Tim Munro tim@naturallywild.net.au

Robyn Hood

2 Day Dog Workshop

Vicki Cleavervicki@cleverpawz.com.au

Hobart, Tasmania Nov 24 & 25

Contact

Appin, NSW

Nov 29-Dec 2

Robyn Hood

4 Day dog workshop

Linda Barr saltieb91@gmail.com

Bloomington, MN

Nov 30-Dec 2

Sage Lewis

2 or 3 Day dog workshop

Laura D’Ambrosio 612 860-0208
laura@laughingpaw.com

Auckland, NZ

Jan 22-23, 2019

Robyn Hood

2 Day dog workshop

Debbie Noon debbienoon@xtra.co.nz

Wellington, NZ

Jan 25-26

Robyn Hood

2 Day dog workshop

Debbie Noon debbienoon@xtra.co.nz

Abbotsford, BC

Feb 9-11 or
Feb 9-13

Robyn Hood

3 or 5 Day dog training

Robyn or Phil 1 800 255-2336
ttouch@shaw.ca www.ttouch.ca

Santa Fe, NM

Feb 20-25

Advanced Training - Conference
LTJ, Robyn Hood—
many other Instructors

Johannesburg, SA

Mar 22-26

Robyn Hood

5 day workshop for dogs—
Practitioner training

Eugenie Chopin echoping@icon.co.za

Germany

April 1-6

Kathy Cascade

6 Day Companion Animals practitioner training

Bibi Degn bibi@tteam.de

Portland, OR

Apr 29-May 4
Oct 14-19

Robyn Hood

3 or 6 day dog & other companion
animals training

Kirsten@tellingtontraining.com
800 854-8326 www.ttouch.com

Holland

May 25-29

Robyn Hood

5day workshop for dogs

Karen Hartog k.hartog45@upcmail.nl

Spain

May 25-27

Robyn Hood

3 day dog workshop

Wendy Caarten-Bicker
ttouch@happyanimales.com

Morton Morell,
England

July 1-5

Marie Miller

5 day Ttouch companion animal
training - counts towards Practitioner training

Julie Sadler ttouchgreyhound@outlook.com

Vernon, BC

July 20-24

Robyn Hood & Kathy
Cascade

5 day dog & other companion animal workshop

Robyn or Phil 1 800 255-2336
farm@shaw.ca www.ttouch.ca

Warwickshire,
England

Aug 22-24

Robyn Hood

Advanced Training

Julie Sadler ttouchgreyhound@outlook.com

Abbotsford, BC

September - TBA Robyn Hood

3 or 5 day dog workshop

Robyn or Phil 1 800 255-2336
ttouch@shaw.ca www.ttouch.ca
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Ice-

TTouch for Horses Workshops - 2018-19
Bulla, Victoria ,
Australia

Nov 3-5

Robyn Hood

3 Day Horse workshop

Rebecca Booth
rebecca@elementals.com.au

Gilroy, CA

Nov 16-18

LTJ

3 Day horse workshop

Kirsten@tellingtontraining.com
1 800 854-8326 www.ttouch.com

Auckland, NZ

Jan 19-21, 2019

Robyn Hood

3 Day horse workshop

Tiana Edny tiana.tuts@gmail.com

Wellington, NZ

Jan 27-29

Robyn Hood

3 Day horse workshop

Kylie Legg kylie.legg@gmail.com

Kailua-Kona, HI

Jan 27-Feb 2

LTJ

7 Day horse workshop

Kirsten@tellingtontraining.com
854-8326 www.ttouch.com

Santa Fe, NM

Feb 20-25

LTJ, Robyn
Hood—many
other Instructors

Advanced Training - Conference kirsten@tellingtontraining.com
CeLLebration

Vernon, BC

May 10-12

Mandy Pretty

3 day Riding with Awareness

Robyn or Phil 1 800 255-2336
farm@shaw.ca www.ttouch.ca

Midrand, South
Africa

Apr

Robyn Hood &
Lindy Dekker

3 or 5 day Ttouch for horses

Lindy Dekker lindy@ttouch.co.za

Vernon, BC

July 4-9

Robyn Hood &
Mandy Pretty

6 Day TTEAM & Connected
riding workshop

Robyn or Phil 1 800 255-2336
farm@shaw.ca www.ttouch.ca

Ice-

Vernon, BC

July 12-16

Robyn Hood &
Mandy Pretty

Starting & re-starting horses work- Robyn or Phil 1 800 255-2336
shop
farm@shaw.ca www.ttouch.ca

Ice-

Robyn Hood

5 Day Ttouch for horses—counts
towards Practitioner

Morell Morton, UK Aug 26-30

1 800

Ice-

Julie Sadler ttouchgreyhound@outlook.com

Tellington TTouch Harmony harness and leash / handle sets
This set has been helpful to improve balance for dogs who have struggled walking on a leash. If you would like to learn
more about fitting the harness
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ec
ofwo31E0E&t=19s
Or in how to use the handle/leash for
loose leash walking
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=leg
XQRK7c0c&feature=youtu.be
Available on our website—if you are interested in wholesale pricing in North
America contact ttouch@shaw.ca

Colours: Black, Royal Blue, Sky Blue, Red,
Green & Purple
Sizes - XXS/XS/S/M/L/XL

Websites & Online Stores - U.S. www.ttouch.com
Canadian Website www.ttouch.ca
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